Background

Open access is a model of publishing that allows readers to freely access literature written by others. The existence of open access journals in academia has rapidly increased alongside the surge of Internet usage for the dissemination of information [1]. Unfortunately, there is an increasing number of digitally based, open access journals that have exploited authors by charging them publication fees while providing poor editorial or publishing practices [2, 3]. Such exploitative business
models are known as predatory publishing, where emerging publications provide a seemingly legitimate website and metrics in order to entice authors to use their services, with the hope of quick financial gain without adequately reviewing the work they publish [4]. In addition to posing a threat to the integrity of legitimate scientific literature [5], predatory publishers have inadvertently created challenges for new, but legitimate journals or publishers with open-access journal offerings, making it more difficult for them to differentiate themselves from the predatory ones [6]. A few days prior to the publication of this protocol, leading authors published a comment in Nature presenting the first consensus definition of “predatory journals and publishers” following a three-round modified Delphi survey involving leading scholars and publishers from ten countries [7]. They defined predatory journals and publishers as “entities that prioritize self-interest at the expense of scholarship and are characterized by false or misleading information, deviation from best editorial and publication practices, a lack of transparency, and/or the use of aggressive and indiscriminate solicitation practices” [7]. This published protocol thus comes at a timely moment; the authors titled their article “Predatory journals: No definition, no defence”. The current protocol may provide part of the solution.

High quality research journals typically target a specific niche, clearly define their scope (including the journal’s name), and rely on a highly qualified editorial team comprised of researchers who have a track record of publishing peer-reviewed research reflecting the journal’s scope [8]. In that context, it is often the reputation of the journal and of its associated editorial team that attract higher quality scientific contributions and lead to higher citations and impact factors. It is therefore very challenging for new journals to emerge, especially those dealing with research topics that are less applicable to broader audiences. Generally, they will target a very local or specialized community of researchers, putting out a call for papers either electronically or by print, and, nowadays, using social media platforms to increase awareness of the new journal and its editorial team. Such methods are simple as they require a limited investment of time, energy, or infrastructure, thus making it easy for predatory publishers to replicate such behaviour.

In mid-2018, the Journal of Natural Health Product Research (JNHPR) was created to serve as the first journal to focus on natural health product (NHP) research regardless of sponsoring institution, scientific discipline, or methodology [9]. The JNHPR has recently become the official journal of the Natural Health Product Research Society of Canada (NHPRS); a learned society representing academic, government and industry researchers in this field [10]. Our editorial team has chosen to take a different, and to our knowledge, unique approach to better connect with potential contributing researchers. As recognized researchers, our editorial team was drawn to better understand the needs, desires, and capacities of our target audience in a more comprehensive way. A database of international researchers that have published NHP-related scholarly literature has thus been initiated and all the necessary information will be collected from public sources and recorded in an organized manner. The information collected will notably include what subject matter the NHP researchers are investigating, in which institutions they evolve, and in which journals they publish. Rather than using the usual awareness methods mentioned above, the present protocol also outlines the use of a survey administered to the researchers sourced from the database, as a key piece of community and stakeholder engagement. Thus, the purpose of the forthcoming study is to create an NHP researcher database, and survey NHP researchers to gain a better understanding of their attitudes and opinions towards open access publishing. This also provides a process that likeminded publishers can adapt to promote non-predatory, proper, and responsible academic publishing.

**Methods**

**Natural Health Product Researcher Database**

A web-based search will be carried out and focussed on the countries of Canada, USA, and Australia as well as major countries from the region of West Europe (including the following: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Denmark, England, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Ireland, Norway, Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland), with the purpose of creating a database containing the majority of English-speaking/publishing NHP researchers globally. Regions (i.e. state, province or territory) from which each Canadian, American, and Australian researcher is affiliated will also be identified. An alphabetical list will be drawn up for each region that contains major universities and research institutions with the help of resources including Wikipedia Category (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Category). This will maximize the chances that a high percentage of NHP researchers will be found and added to our database in each respective region. Our proposed approach involves identifying the website of each university and research institution in our regional alphabetical list and searching
for and reading through all faculty and researcher profiles. In the case of a dysfunctional faculty webpage, we will also conduct Google searches using the search terms such as “[‘University Name’ and ‘Researcher Name’]”. Preliminary searches pilot-testing this strategy have identified that faculty and researcher lists on most university/research institution websites are accessible without restrictions. Lists restricted to members of a respective university (i.e. only available to their own students and faculty) will not be included in the study database. In reviewing each faculty member/researcher’s web profile, evidence will be sought that they are an actual NHP researcher, by looking for keywords relating to: 1) NHPs as per Health Canada’s definition [11] as well as 2) the scope of the JNHPR [12].

For each individual determined to be an NHP researcher by these criteria, the following information will be collected: country/region of affiliation, first and last name, university/institutional affiliation, academic/professional rank, research interests (keywords), email address, and the URL of the web profile. Information regarding (up to) their five most recently published NHP-related research articles will also be collected and will include: date of publication, title of the article, name of publication (journal), article keywords, article DOI, and article type (i.e. primary research, review article, editorial, etc.). As this information may not always be available on a single webpage, NHP researcher’s publications will be identified with the aid of Google Scholar, Google Scholar profiles and PubMed. All NHP researchers sourced and added will be cross-referenced against the database to avoid duplication, as it is anticipated that some researchers may be affiliated with more than one university/institution or even country.

Natural Health Product Researcher Survey
As the NHP researcher database nears completion, a quantitative observational cross-sectional survey was designed, and will be administered with the aim to understand the knowledge, attitudes and opinions of NHP researchers towards open access publishing, as well as toward the JNHPR. The survey is available as Supplementary File 1. Initial inquiry will include capturing researchers’ prior understanding and experience with open access journals. Also, the survey will attempt to identify factors that encourage or hinder their decisions to publish in an open access journal, including hypothesized obstacles, such as article processing fees. The study population will consist of English-speaking/publishing NHP researchers internationally, and recruitment will use an active, snowball sampling method. All NHP researchers found in our database will be the first to be invited to participate in the survey. However, it is acknowledged that many equally well-respected NHP researchers exist in countries outside of the list we used in creating our NHP database. While this is an acknowledged limitation to our study, it was found that most faculty profiles in these countries were largely not in English. Aside from the fact our team lacks the resources to translate these profiles, some of these researchers may not be fluent in English and could therefore find it more difficult to participate in our survey. To address this limitation, however, survey participants will be encouraged to extend invitations to any other NHP researchers internationally who they think may be interested in participating. It is hoped that this will create a snowball effect where one participant will send an invitation to an NHP researcher in a country not included in our database, and consequently that researcher will send invitations to other national colleagues. Once suggestions of new contacts will wane or additional NHP researchers fail to be found, recruitment will cease and the survey will be considered to be complete. This process should reduce bias in collecting responses. Descriptive statistics will be used to analyze our survey; therefore, no specific power calculation is provided. The margin of error will be calculated and reported based on the sample size and response rate obtained. All responses will be collected using SurveyMonkey. Data will be analyzed using Microsoft Excel and IBM SPSS Statistics (Version 25).

Construction of the NHP researcher database began in early-2018 and the development of our survey began in mid-2019. The survey is anticipated to begin in early 2020. The link to this published protocol will be included in the survey administered to NHP researchers. Preliminary results will be presented at the NHPRS annual conference. Final results, upon this project’s completion, will be published in the JNHPR. The STROBE (Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology) Statement, notably its checklist of items that should be included in reports of cross-sectional studies, will be used to inform the reporting of our survey results [13].

Discussion
The construction of our NHP researcher database will help identify potential survey participants. This, in turn, will highlight the attitudes and opinions of NHP researchers towards open access publishing and the JNHPR, enabling the journal to better adapt to its potential contributors’ needs. It is believed that the publication of this study’s protocol may be valuable, not only for the NHP researcher community, but for all researchers and publishers across all fields who have an interest.
in establishing a legitimate peer-reviewed journal in an era of open access and predatory publishing.

Historically, the open access publishing model has increasingly been abused by predatory publishers. The latter are characterized by poor quality or unethical editorial and/or publishing practices as well as operating for the sole purpose of profiting from unsuspecting, unscrupulous or early-career authors [1, 4]. Though predatory publishers may not consider the impact of their unethical behaviour, the consequences are both frightening and great. Emerging research has confirmed that articles published in predatory journals are cited in the legitimate scientific literature that are indexed in reputable academic databases such as PubMed [14, 15]. Clinicians and policy makers rely on the legitimacy and validity of published scientific research in order to make well-informed decisions that can have significant and life-changing impacts on research, professional practice, policy, and society. The quality of these decisions can therefore be directly influenced by the quality of published research.

Specific to the JNHPR, this survey should provide valuable direction to improve its publication services and better cater to researchers’ needs and expectations. This is especially pertinent given the broad scope that the JNHPR seeks to solidly establish. Indeed, research surrounding NHPs continues to grow rapidly and the JNHPR has identified a gap whereby no central publication exists to connect NHP researchers internationally. The results of our survey will shed light on the current profile of NHP researchers worldwide, including their research priorities and relationship with open access publishing. An obvious and acknowledged benefit of the survey will be informing NHP researchers of the JNHPR and of our team’s willingness to listen to and engage with its potential contributors. It is also anticipated (and hoped) that survey participants will become interested in serving as future contributors, such as editors, editorial board members, peer-reviewers, and of course, authors. It is acknowledged that the data collected in the planned survey concerns only academic settings and does not capture industry or government research. This limitation will be overcome in future studies through different means, in order to collect data from NHP researchers based in non-academic institutions.

Conclusion

Open access publishing models are more common now than ever, however, researchers and publishers have a collective responsibility to use this model ethically and be vigilant of how they are abused by predatory journals. In this protocol, a process is provided whereby an international NHP researcher database is constructed and a survey is set up with the aim of understanding the attitudes and opinions of NHP researchers towards open access publishing in general and the JNHPR in particular. Taking this route of paying attention to researchers’ concerns, needs, and preferences may provide a means to combat predatory publishing behaviour and this protocol may be found to be useful and/or be adapted by other ethical publishers in the future.
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